
This Petition is to object to the proposal of two storey 

supported housing buildings in Dunn Close on the existing 

garage block. 

 

Reason are as follows 

There are No Flats close in the area. 

There are already drug Dealers in the road (the council are 

aware of this because they gave the registrations Numbers of 

the vehicles to the Construction Company to report if they 

see them) 

There is not enough parking for Residence in the road as it is, 

it become an absolute nightmare since the garages have 

been removed, and not all residence that had the garages is 

in the first place got replacements and so they are parking on 

the roads. 

Most of the residence are home owners, and feel that you 

are going to put the supported housing there even if we 

don’t want it to happen, that the decision has already been 

made.  

Most of the residence and been here for 30+ years and are 

now scared to leave there house, even more with the fence 

around the garage site, with no lighting. 

We don’t know were you got your figures from, most of the 

residence and families disagree in what is being proposed, 



only one person said they were happy for it to go ahead, he is 

a social worker, so he couldn’t comment. 

Doing a questionnaire for 2 miles away, which you have 

done, residence would see a lovely picture and agree with 

these works, we do not feel it has anything to do with 

residence that are miles away, it won’t be on their street or 

doorstep and affect them in the slightest  

Residence are not sleeping at night because of all the stress 

that this has caused, a couple of residence have sold and 

moved because they do not want this, and was dreading  

what problems it will cause once complete.  

We all agree that the garages were an eye sore, but as 

residence, we paid enough every month and so that garages 

should have been maintained by the council. 

If you were building Dwellings that was suggested many 

years ago, then most or nearly all residence would agree to 

this. 

We don’t want our properties to de value in price, because of 

what is proposed here. 

We were told that the garages were never wide enough for 

vehicles, this is untrue, when people who had storage in their 

garages originally,  they were offered smaller garages away 

from this area, and the garages that are here have have cars 

inside. 



There has been conflicting conversations at your meetings 

with yourselves and us as residence, we were told that there 

will be 24hr cameras inside and out and there will be manned 

staff 24hrs a day, then we were told there may be staff there.  

This petition has only been signed by one person in each 

household; most of the properties in Dunn Close and 

surrounding streets have 3 bedrooms and are full. More 

Signatures can be maintained if you need them. 

Surely if we do have a say then we really do not feel that we 

are being listened to. 

Please do not go ahead with the supported housing 

accommodations 

We have attached our signed petition. 

The Residence of Dunn Close, Jennings Close and Elder way 

 Thank you 


